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In 1971 H. Tamano asked the question: Is a space X paracompact if X has a closure-preserving 
cover by compact closed sets? From this came many results concerning spaces with various types 
of closure-preserving covers as well as new questions about spaces having these properties. In 
this paper we generalize many known results by considering spaces with closure-preserving 
$-covers, where 2 is any ideal of closed subsets. Several characterization theorems are also 
obtained linking the properties of 2-scattered spaces, hereditarily metacompact spaces, spaces 
with special closure-preserving $covers, and spaces defined by certain topological games. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1944 DieudonnC [l] proved that every locally finite family 2? of subsets of a 
space had the property that 
UZ=U{(L: LEZ}. 
Michael [ 131 used this notion to define closure-preserving collections (c-p collec- 
tions) and established the following characterization of paracompactness. 
Theorem 1.1. A T3 space X is paracompact #every open cover of X has a c-p closed 
refinement. 
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Tamano [24] asked whether a space with a c-p cover by compact sets is paracom- 
pact. This question was answered by Potoczny [ 181 when he constructed a nonnor- 
mal, locally compact, scattered Hausdorff space with a c-p cover by finite sets. 
Recently, the following results related to Tamano’s question have also been obtained. 
Theorem 1.2. (i) (Katuta [ll] and Potoczny and Junnila [20]) Every space with a 
c-p cover by compact closed sets is metacompact. 
(ii) (Telgarsky [26]) Every paracompact u-locally compact space has a c-p cover 
by compact sets. 
(iii) (Junnila [7]) Every metacompact locally compact space has a c-p cover by 
compact sets. 
(iv) (Yajima [32]) Every metacompact u-discrete space has a c-p cover by$nite sets. 
Most of the definitions, terminology and notation used in this paper are contained 
in the next section. There are three different notions that we relate in this study: 
covering properties, generalized scattered spaces and topological games. 
In Section 3 of this paper we introduce the notion of a ‘special’ c-p cover and 
investigate the conditions for a space to have such a cover. Sufficient conditions for 
metacompactness via certain c-p covers are obtained in Section 4, while in Section 
5 we address the question as to when metacompact spaces with a ‘local’ c-p property 
actually have this property ‘globally’. 
Telgarsky [27] has introduced a two person game G(DC, X) and shown the 
following. 
Theorem 1.3. If X is either a paracompact u-C-scattered space or if X has a c-p cover 
by compact sets, then Player I has a winning strategy in the game G(DC, X). 
Other sufficient conditions involving Player I having a winning strategy in 
G(DC, X) have been established in [27], [29], and [33]. In particular, Telgarsky 
[27] has shown: 
Theorem 1.4. If X is a hereditarily paracompact space and zf Player I has a winning 
strategy in G( DC, X), then X is a-C-scattered. 
In Section 6 we obtain generalizations of the above theorems. For example, see 
Theorem 6.8. 
Potoczny [ 191 and others [ll, 20,26,29] have shown that c-p covers by compact 
sets have certain structural properties that are very useful in the study of spaces 
with these types of covers; however, most of the results- in the above papers do not 
rely on such structural properties. In this paper we present our results in a more 
general setting using the notion of ‘small’ sets, where ‘smallness’ is defined in terms 
of an ideal of closed sets. From the results that are obtained herein, we get directly 
as corollaries the above results on c-p covers by finite sets, countable sets, or compact 
sets. Most of these general results are given in Section 7. Finally, a number of 
interesting examples are presented in Section 8. 
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2. Definitions and notation 
Definition 2.1. A family 9 of closed subsets of a space X is an ideal of closed sets 
provided 
(i) for every finite 2’ c 2, lJ 2’~ 9, and 
(ii) if J E 9 and J’ is a closed subset of J, then J’ E 2. 
Definition 2.2. Let 2 be an ideal of closed subsets of X, E c X and 92 a family of 
subsets of X. 
(i) 92 is called a g-cover of E if 92 c 2 and lJ 92 = E. 
(ii) 92 is a relative $-cover of E if$4 c {J n E: J E 8) and lJ 24 = E. 
(iii) A subset E of X is &small provided there exists a J E &t such that E c J. 
(iv) A subset E of X is locally 2 at a pogt XE E if some member of 2 is a 
neighborhood of x in the subspace E. __ 
(v) A subspace E of X is locally 2 if E is locally 9 at each point of E. 
(vi) A subspace E is cT-locally 9 if E is the countable union of closed locally 3 
subsets of E. 
Remark. In (iii) above it is easy to see that 9? is a relative g-cover of E iff % is a 
closed cover of E by $-small sets. 
In Section 6 we will consider scattered and $-scattered spaces and their relation- 
ship to c-p $-covers and the game G(,$, X). 
Definition 2.3. Let 2 be an ideal of closed subsets of a space X and E c X. 
(i) A subspace E of X is .$-scattered if every nonempty closed subspace of E 
is locally ,$ at some point of E. 
(ii) A space X is a-$-scattered if X is the countable union of closed Jr-scattered 
subspaces. 
(iii) A space X is scattered if every nonempty closed subset has an isolated point. 
Definition 2.4. A scattered partition of a space X is a cover {L,: a < y} of X by 
pairwise disjoint sets such that the set S, = lJ {L,: a < p} is open for each ,f3 s y. 
It is well known that a space is scattered iff it has a scattered partition onto 
singletons (or else, a scattered partition onto relatively discrete subsets). It is not 
difficult to prove the following. 
Lemma 2.5. For any regular space X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is $-scattered. 
(ii) X has a scattered partition into $small sets. 
(iii) X has a scattered partition into locally 9 sets. 
(iv) X has a scattered partition into $scattered sets. 
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Conventions. If % is a family of sets and x E U %, then %, denotes the family 
{U E Ou: x E U}. Also, throughout this paper 2 will denote a general ideal of closed 
subsets of a topological space X. The symbols %, 9, 9, 9, X and Y will denote 
the particular ideals of compact, discrete, finite, Lindelof, countable and scattered 
closed subsets of X respectively. Given a specific ideal 2, the symbol sP$ denotes 
the particular ideal of $scattered closed subsets of X, and 92 denotes the ideal 
closed subsets of X that are unions of finitely many discrete families of sets from 2. 
Note that for T2 spaces, ‘locally V is the same as ‘locally compact’, and “%- 
scattered’ is the same as ‘C-scattered’ used in [25]. For TI spaces, ‘S-scattered 
coincides with ‘scattered’. 
Definition 2.6. (i) A family 011 of open subsets of X is interior-preserving if, for every 
Zrc 3, n “I’ is open. 
(ii) A family X of subsets of X is called closure-preserving (c-p) if U {H: HE 
xl}=lJ x’ for every Zc %!?. 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
Lemma 2.7. (i) A family 2C is c-p if the family of complements {X\n: HE x} is 
interior-preserving. 
(ii) A family X is c-p if there exists an interior-preserving family Ou of open sets 
such that 
X\H=U{UEQ: UnH=@} 
for every H E X 
Given an ideal ,$ of closed subsets of a space X, the game G(2, X) is defined 
as follows: Two players, I and II, alternately choose closed subsets JO, E,, J1,. . . 
of X with Player I first choosing JO, so that J,, E 2, J,, c E,, EO = X, and E,,,, c E,\J, 
for each n < o. Player I wins the play (JO, E,, J1, E2,. . .) of the game if n {E,: n < 
w}=@; otherwise Player II wins. A winning strategy for Player I is a function s 
defined for all finite sequences of moves of Player II so that Player I always wins 
when using s. According to the recent result of Galvin and Telgirsky [3], a winning 
strategy of Player I can be reduced to a stationary winning strategy. (The stationary 
strategy depends only on the last move of Player II and not on any of his previous 
moves.) The interested reader is referred for more details to [3], [27] and [28]; for 
our purpose the following definition suffice. 
Definition 2.8. We say that Player I has a winning strategy in the game G($, X), if 
there is a function s from the family of all closed subsets of X into the ideal 8; 
such that 
(i) s(E) c E for each E c X, and 
(ii) n(E,: n<W}=@ for each play (s(X), E,,s(E,), E2 ,...) of the game. 
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3. Special c-p families 
As mentioned earlier in Lemma 2.7, every interior-preserving open collection % 
induces a natural c-p closed collection 9Y(oU). In particular, every point-finite open 
collection (cover) defines a nice c-p closed collection (cover). We will call these c-p 
families (which are induced by point-finite open covers) ‘special’. 
Definition 3.1, A c-p family SV is called special if there exists a point-finite open 
collection 011 such that for each HE ST’, 
X\fi=U{U&: UnH=0}. 
Remarks. (1) A space X has a special c-p &cover iff X has a point-finite open 
cover % such that X\l_J (%\ c1T) E2 for every finite 7fc %. 
(2) In (1) above we may also use the condition that X\u (%\qx) E dp for each 
XEX. 
(3) If 011 is a point-finite family of open sets, then the family 
SY={X\U (%\V): “Ire % and “Ir is finite} 
is a special c-p closed cover of X. 
(4) If a point-finite open cover % induces a c-p g-cover (as in (3) above), then 
the family 
‘&={X,nn%~:x~X and I%,I=n} 
consists of $small sets; furthermore, ‘Z,, is relatively discrete in X,,, where X,, = 
{XEX: 1%&r}. 
One basic question we address in this paper is the following. 
Question 3.2. When is a c-p g-cover of a space X special? 
The answer to this question depends possibly on both the properties of the space 
X and the type of the ideal 2 that is considered. 
The next result gives a nice answer when 2 = 9. 
Theorem 3.3. A c-p S-cover of any space X is always special. 
Proof. Let BY be a c-p closed cover of X, where each H E Z is finite. For each x E X, 
define 
U(x) = X\U (W%%) 
so that x E U(x) and % = { U(x): x E X} is an open cover of X. Note that X\H = 
~{UE%: UnH=@}f or each H E X Furthermore U(x) n H # 0 iff x E H, so that 
each H hits only finitely many members of %. Therefore 3 is point-finite and hence 
x is special. 0 
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In contrast with Theorem 3.3, it is not true that every c-p %-cover is special. 
Example 3.4. Let X = [0, wi] and consider the cover x= {[a, wi]: cy E [0, w,]}. 
Clearly, X is a c-p cover of X by compact sets. On the other hand, it cannot be 
special, for this would imply that [0, w,) is metacompact. For, suppose that there 
is a point-finite family % of open sets in X such that H = X\u { U E %: U n H = 0) 
for each H E X For each (Y < w, we choose a U, E Ou such that (Y E U, and U, n 
[a + 1, w,] = 0. Then { U,: a < aI} is a point-finite open cover of [0, w,) by countable 
open sets. Hence [0, wl) is metacompact. Since [0, wl) is countably compact, it is 
also compact, which is a contradiction. 
Note that every countable monotone cover of X is a special c-p cover. Therefore, 
if a space X has a countable $-cover, then X has a special c-p &t-cover. 
Let’s now observe some other partial answers to Question 3.2. 
(1) In [7] Junnila has shown the following (Corollary 4.14): If % is an interior- 
preserving open collection in a metacompact semi-stratifiable space X, then there 
is a point-finite open cover “Ir of X such that 021 c Yfs, where “Ir’ = {lJ “Ir’: “Ir’c “Ir}. 
Therefore, every c-p family in a metacompact semi-stratifiable space is special 
(regardless of the ideal 2). 
(2) Theorem 7.4 below provides a similar answer for hereditarily metacompact 
regular spaces with a c-p Y-cover. 
In Example 8.1 of this paper we construct a space with c-p J-covers, none of 
which is special. This immediately gives rise to the following question. 
Question 3.5. If a space X has a c-p $-cover, where 2 c %Y, then does X have a 
special one? 
Let E be a closed subset of X and 2 a family of subsets of E. Clearly, if BY is 
c-p in E, then 9f? is c-p in X. However, Z may be a special c-p family in E but fail 
to be special in X; see Examples 8.4 and 8.5. 
The following theorem is easy to show. 
Theorem 3.6. Every special c-p family in a closed subset E is a special c-p family in 
X if every point-finite family of open subsets in E can be expanded to a point-finite 
open family in X. 
The relationship for locally finite collections being ‘special’ and the space being 
‘almost expandable’ (see [23]) is seen in the next result. 
Theorem 3.7. A locally finite family 5Y in X is special iff SY can be expanded to a 
point-$nite open family in X. 
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Proof. (+) Assume that x is a locally finite family of closed sets in X that is 
special. Then there is a point-finite open cover % of X such that H = 
X\u { U E Ou: U n H = 0}. The cover 7’ consisting of finite intersections of members 
of 011 is also point-finite. We claim that for each x E X there is a V E “Ir such that 
x E V and V meets only finitely many H E X To see this, let x E X. For each H E 2’ 
with x&H there is a U,E~!& with lJ,nH=P). Put Vx=f){UH:xf!H}. Then 
V, E 7 and V, c X\iJ {HE 2: xg H}. Note that V, hits only those HE Elf which 
contain x. Let “Ir’ = { V,: x E X} and 
W = {St( H, Y’): H E %}, 
where St( H, Y’) = IJ { V E Y’: v n H # 0). Then W is a point-finite open expansion 
of 2z 
(G=) Let Z be a locally finite family of closed sets in X such that % can be 
expanded to a point-finite family { W,: H E R} of open sets. For each finite %’ c 7f! 
define the set 
K(%f’)=n{W,: HE%‘}nn{X\H: HE%‘\%‘}. 
It is easy to see that 
.?K={K(2”): 2”~ Z and %?’ is finite} 
is a point-finite open cover of X. Furthermore, for XG H, we let 
SY’={H’E 5%‘: XE W,, and H’# H}. 
Then x E K (2”) and K( Z’) n = 0. Therefore % is special. 0 
Corollary 3.8. A space X is almost expandable i# every locally jinite collection in X 
is special. 
It follows from Corollary 3.8 that if X is metacompact, then every locally finite 
cover is special. The next result shows that much more is required of X in order 
for every c-p cover of X to be special. 
Theorem 3.9. lf every c-p cover of X is special, then X is hereditarily metacompact. 
Proof. Assume that every c-p cover of X is special. Let % = { U,: a < y} be a family 
of open subsets of X. Then 
is a c-p cover of X. Let “Ir be a point-finite family of open subsets of X such that 
for each p < y, 
X\(X\lJ U,)= u u,=U{vEClr: vc u U,}. 
a<P a<@ a<P 
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Define U, = X and fix VE “Ir. Let 
p(V) = min{p S y: Vc IJ U,}. 
a=fi 
It is easy to check that 
W={Vn Up(“): VE V} 
is a point-finite refinement of % with IJ W = U %. q 
The notion of a-products has played an important role in developing certain 
properties of topological spaces as well as constructing interesting examples. As an 
illustration of this we state a genera1 result for any idea1 2 which is closed under 
finite Cartesian products. (See [15] for the formal definition and other results.) 
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a u-product of spaces X,, t E T Zf each X, has a (special) 
c-p &cover, then X also has a (special) c-p &cover. 
The proof is straightforward and hence is omitted. 
Corollary 3.11. If X is a u-product of spaces with (special) c-p Y-covers, then X has 
a (Fpecial) c-p Z-cover. 
The following example answers a question of H.B. Potoczny and refers to the 
case 2 = 9 in Theorem 3.10. 
Example 3.12. A (hereditarily metacompact) space Y with a c-p .Fcover such that 
Y is nowhere locally paracompact. 
Let Y, = X, where X is the space constructed by Potoczny [18], and let Y be 
any u-product of spaces Y,,, n < w. Then Y has the required properties. 
4. A sufficient condition for metacompactness 
The following includes two results which we have previously mentioned in Section 
1. See [ll], [20] and [32] for the proofs. 
Theorem 4.1. If a space X has a c-p S-cover (or, Y-cover) then X is metacompact. 
The existence of a c-p .Z-cover of X is not sufficient for X to be metacompact 
as shown by Example 8.1 below. However, the following result is true for completely 
regular spaces. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a completely regular space. If X has a special c-p Zcover, 
then X is metacompact. 
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Proof. Let 99 be an arbitrary open cover of the space X. Since X is completely 
regular, we may assume that each member of % is an open F,-subset of X. To show 
X‘is metacompact we construct a point-finite open refinement W or 9. 
Since X has a special c-p Z-cover, there exists a point-finite open cover % of X 
which generates this Z-cover. As shown in Section 3 above we may assume that 
the set X\U { %\V} is LindelSf for each finite “Ire 011. We now construct W as 
follows. 
Step 1. Let Vc % so that “Ir is finite. Since X\lJ { %\7’“} is Lindelof, there exist 
a countable subfamily {G,: n < w} of Y such that X\lJ (%\V)c U,,, G,. For 
each n < w, let {F( n, k): k < w} be a sequence of closed subsets of X such that 
I_),,, F(n, k) = G,. Define, 
W, = G,\U {F(m, k): m < n and k < n} 
for each n < w, and 
It is easy to see that W(V) is a point-finite partial refinement of 9 which covers 
X\U {“u\V. 
Step 2. For each finite Vc % define 
w,(v)={(n V)n w: WE w(v)) 
and 
W=U{W’(V): 7fc 011 and “Iris finite}. 
Now, for x E X, we have x E IJ “ur,(Qx) = IJ ‘W. Therefore, W is an open refinement 
of 3. Since W’( 7”) is point-finite, x E IJ W’(V) iff x E n V iff 7fc Qx. Thus W is 
point-finite and the proof is complete. 0 
Let 5%’ denote the closed ideal consisting of all closed, hereditarily Lindelof 
subspaces of X. We now have the following sufficient conditions for hereditary 
metacompactness as consequences of Theorem 4.2. 
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a completely regular space. If X has a special c-p %Y-cover, 
then X is hereditarily metacompact. 
Corollary 4.4. Let X be a completely regular space. If X has a special c-p N-cover, 
then X is hereditarily metacompact. 
Note that Example 8.2 shows that Corollary 4.4 above does not remain valid if 
the ‘completely regular’ condition is weakened to ‘Hausdort?‘. 
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5. Existence of c-p y-covers in metacompact spaces 
In order to obtain the main results in this section (Theorems 5.5 and 5.9), we first 
prove that in metacompact spaces, the existence of c-p $covers ‘locally’ implies 
the existence of such covers ‘globally’. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 92 be a point finite open cover of X such that for each GE 3, the 
subspace G has a (special) c-p relative &cover. Then X has a (special) c-p $cover. 
Proof. For each GE Y?, let Yt, be a subfamily of 9 such that {K n G: K E .‘ZG} is 
a (special) c-p cover of the subspace G. Consequently there exists an interior- 
preserving (point-finite) family % G of open subsets of G such that G\K = 
L_{uE%~: UnK=@}foreach KEY&. 
Since % is point finite and each QG is interior-preserving (point-finite), % = 
u { 011,: G E %} is an interior-preserving (point-finite) open cover of X. It follows 
that 7V = {n V: 7” c 42) is also an interior-preserving (point-finite) open cover of X. 
Now define H, = X\l_J (‘?V\“ur,) f or each XEX, so that %={H,:xEX} is a 
(special) c-p closed cover of X. We now show that %?c 2 and the proof will be 
complete. For every GE %$, there exists some KG E Yt, such that x E KG. Define 
K, = IJ {KG: G E $} so that K, E 2. We assert that H, c K,; for if y E H,, choose 
GEM such that yeG and define W=~){UEQ~:~EU}. Since YE WEW^ and 
y E H,, it follows that x E W c G. Consequently GE $. It now must be true that 
y E KG c K,. Otherwise y & KG implies that there exist U E %21G such that y E U and 
lJnK,=!& since G\K,=U(UE% G: U n KG = 0). However, since x E KG, x E 
n{uE%&yEU}=W a contradiction. Therefore H, c K, E 2 so that Xc 2. 0 
The following corollaries are immediate. 
Corollary 5.2. If X is metacompact and each point of X has a neighborhood which 
has a (special) c-p relative dp-cover, then X has a (special) c-p $cover. 
In particular, if X is metacompact and every point of X has a neighborhood 
with a c-p cover by compact sets, then X has a c-p cover by compact sets. 
Corollary 5.3. If X is regular and has a (special) c-p $cover, then every metacompact 
open subspace of X has a (special) c-p $cover. 
In order to obtain Theorem 5.5 we need the following lemma which provides a 
kind of countable sum property. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that X has a countable closed cover {X,,: n < w} and for each 
n < w, there exists a point-finite open cover %,, of X such that X,,\u {%,\V} E ,$ for 
each finite V c %, . Then X has a special c-p $cover. 
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Proof. For each n < w, let W,, = { u\U,,, Xk: UE %,} so that W=lJ{W,,: n<~} 
is a point-finite open cover of X. As before define K, = X\U( W\ Cur,) for each 
x E X so that .Yt = {K,: x E X} is a special c-p closed cover of X. For fixed x E X, 
let n, be the least n < w such that x E X,,. Define Y’,, = (%,,), for every n < n,. It is 
easy to see that K, c U {X,\u (%,\“lr,): n G n,} and hence K, E 2. 
Theorem 5.5. If X is metacompact and u-locally 2, then X has a special c-p g-cover. 
Proof. Let {X,: n < w} be a closed cover of a metacompact space X such that each 
X, is locally 2. Let .& be a relative open cover of X, by &small sets (see Definition 
2.2 above). Since %,, = {M u (X\X,): ME Jll,,} is an open cover of X, choose %, 
to be some point-finite open refinement of G, for each n < w. 
We assert that the closed cover {X,: n < w} and the sequence { 021,: n < w} of open 
covers satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.4 above. To see this let n < w be fixed and 
let “Ir be a finite subfamily of Q,. Since %, covers X, XII\U (%,\7f) c 
lJ{ V n Xn: VE Y}. For each V E Y there exists an Iv E 9 such that Vn X,, c I,. 
Thus Xn\U (%,,\ Y) c U {Iv : V E ‘7”) and X,\U (al,\ Y’J is a closed set, so it follows 
that X,\l_l(%,,\‘V) E 2. Therefore X has a special c-p &cover by Lemma 5.4. 
Corollary 5.6. If X is metacompact and u-locally compact, then X has a special c-p 
Z-cover. 
The previous result generalizes both Corollary 3.18 of [7] and Theorem 2 of [26]. 
Corollary 5.7. If X is metacompact and u-discrete, then X has a special c-p S-cover. 
Remark. From Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.5 it follows that if X is regular, 
metacompact and locally u-locally 8, then X has a special c-p $-cover. This appears 
to generalize Theorem 5.5; however, the extra generality is only apparent. We now 
show that all metacompact, locally a-locally 2 spaces are, in fact, cT-locally 2. See 
Theorem 5.9 below. 
First we need to establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.8. Let 021 be a point-jnite open cover of X. For each U E 52, let {F( U, n): 
n < w} be a sequence of relatively closed subsets of U such that U,,, F( U, n) = U. 
Then X has a closed cover {X,,,: m < w} such that X,,, n UC U,,, F( U, n) for all 
UE% and m<w. 
Proof. Define V( U, n) = U\Uk_ F( U, k) for each UE 92 and n CO, so that 
V( U, n) is an open subset of X. For each XE X, the set A, = 
{( U, n) E % x w: x E V( U, n)} is finite; so define X,,, = {x E X: lAxl G m} for each 
m < w. It is not difficult to show that each X,,, is a closed set and U,,, X, =X. 
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To complete the proof, let U and m be fixed and x E X, n U. If k is the first 
integer such that x E F( U, k), then x E V( U, n) for all n <‘k, and hence IA,1 3 k. On 
the other hand, lAxl < m since x E X,. Therefore ks m so that x E 
U nsm F( u n). 17 
Theorem 5.9. If X is metacompact and locally u-locally $J, then X is u-locally 2;. 
Proof. Assume that X is metacompact and locally a-locally 2. Therefore X has a 
point-finite open cover 92 such that, for each U E %, there exists a u-locally 2 
subspace H(U) of X with U c H(U). For each U E %, let {S( U, n): n < w} be a 
relatively closed cover of H( U) such that each S( U, n) is locally9. Define F( U, n) = 
S( U, n) n U for each U E % and n < w. By Lemma 5.8 above, X has a closed cover 
{X,,,: m < w} such that X,,, n U c U,,,, F( U, n), for all U E % and m < w. 
We now show that each X,,, is locally 9 and the proof will be complete. Let 
m<wbefixed,xEX,,,and UE%suchthatxEU.DefineA={n<m:xES(U,n)}. 
Now A # 0 since x E X,,, n U. For each n E A there exists a neighborhood J, of x in 
S( U, n) such that J, E 2, since x E S( U, n) and S( U, n) is locally 8;. Define J = 
LJncA J,. Then JEW and J is a neighborhood of x in UnEA S( U, n). However, J 
is also a neighborhood of x in U,,, S( U, n). Therefore J n X, is a neighborhood 
of x in X,, since X,,,ncl_J,,,F(U,n)cU,,,S(U,n). Now since JnX,E$, 
we have that X, is locally 2. Cl 
Corollary 5.10. If X is metacompact and u-locally u-locally compact, then X is u-locally 
compact. 
6. C-p $-covers, y-scattered spaces, and topological games C(gf, X). 
Lemma 6.1. If a space X has a special c-p g-cover %‘, then X has a countable closed 
cover {X,,: n < w} and a cover 8 = U { 8,: n < w} by $small sets SO that X0 = 0, 
80 = 0, X+I\X = U 8n+1 and %,+, is (relatively) discrete in X,,+,\X, for every n < w. 
Proof. Let 011 be a point-finite open cover of X such that l-l = 
X\U{UE%: UnH=0} for every HE%‘. Define X,={xEX:1%~/Cn}, SO=0 
and EH+l = {X,+, n (n Qx): x E X,+,\X,} for every n < w. From Remark (4) in 
Section 3 it is easy to see that {X,,: n < w} and 8 = lJ { $,: n < w) have the required 
properties. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Zf X has a special c-p $cover, then X is u-$-scattered. 
Proof. Assume that X has a special c-p $cover. Then X has a point-finite open 
cover % such that X\U (%\%J E 2 for each x E X. Let {Xn: n < w} be defined as 
in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Since the sets X,, are closed and U,,, X,, = X, it remains 
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to show that each X,, is $scattered. Let B be a nonempty closed subset of X,. Let 
m = max{ ]4!&): x E B} and let x be a point of B such that )Qx] = m. Note that 
Bnn%,=B\u(%\%,)~$, since y~Bnn%, iff DEB and %,=aI, ilI YE 
B\U (%\a,). Therefore B nn Qx is a neighborhood of x in B which belongs to 
2. This shows that B is locally 2 at x and hence X, is $-scattered. 
In particular when 9 = ‘Z, Theorem 6.2 states that if X has a special c-p %-cover 
then X is a-%-scattered. 
We now need the following result of Junnila [9, Proposition 3.81 which was stated 
without proof. A proof is included here for the benefit of the reader. 
Theorem 6.3. A space X is hereditarily metacompact iff every scattered partition of X 
has a point-jinite open expansion. 
Proof. (=+) Assume that X is hereditarily metacompact, and let {L,: (Y < y} be a 
scattered partition of X. We prove that {L, : a < y} has a point-finite open expansion 
by transfinite induction. For y = 1 the statement holds trivially. Let y be a fixed 
ordinal, and assume that every scattered partition of X of length p < y has a 
point-finite open expansion. We assert that the statement holds for y. If y = /3 + 1, 
then {L,: (Y < p} is a scattered partition of the open set lJ {L,: (Y < p} of length p, 
so by the hereditary metacompactness and the inductive assumption it has a point- 
finite open expansion {U,: a < p}. Put U, = X. Then {U, : (Y < y} is a point-finite 
open expansion of {L,: (Y < y}. Assume that y is a limit ordinal. Define S, = 
lJ {L, : a < p} for every /? < y so that {S,: p < y} is a monotone open cover of X. 
Since X is metacompact {S,: p < y} has a point-finite open refinement {U,: p < y} 
where UP c S, for each p < y. Now, 
{L-n u,: cu<P) 
is a scattered partition of U, of length /3 < y, so by the hereditary metacompactness 
and the induction hypothesis it has a point-finite open expansion { W( (Y, p): (Y < p}, 
where W( a, p) c UP for LY < p. Now define 
w,=u{w(Q,P): Ly<P<Yl 
for each cz < y. It is easy to check that { W,: (Y < y} is the desired point-finite 
expansion of {L,: (Y < y} so the induction is complete. 
(+) Let % = {U,: LY < y} be any collection of open subsets of X. Now if 
L,= K?\UU$P<4 
for each LY < y, and 
L,=X\U% 
the family {L, : cy =G y} is a scattered partition of X. Therefore it has a point finite 
open expansion { W,: (Y < y} such that W, c U, for each (Y < y. Clearly YV= 
{ W,: (Y < y} is a point finite open refinement of % with U W = lJ %. Hence U Q 
is metacompact. Cl 
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Lemma 6.4. If E is a $-scattered closed subset of a hereditarily metacompact space 
X, then there is a point-finite open cover Ou of X such that E\U (%\ 7) E 9 for every 
finite “Ire %. 
Proof. If E is $-scattered, let {L,: 0 < a < p} be a scattered partition of E into 
&small sets, and let Lo = X\E. Then {L, : a < p} is a scattered partition of X. By 
Theorem 6.3 above the scattered partition has a point-finite open expansion { U, : CY < 
p} so that L, = U, for each cy < p. Let % = { U, : 0 < (Y < p}. To complete the proof, 
let “Irc%befinitesothatthesetS={cu<p: U,~V}isfinite.NowE\U(%\V)c 
lJ {L,: LY E S}, and therefore the set E\U (%\“lr) is $small. Since the set 
E\U (%\‘V) is closed in X, it must belong to 2. Cl 
The next important result now follows immediately. 
Theorem 6.5. A hereditarily metacompact space X has a special c-p .&cover i$X is 
u-,$-scattered. 
Proof. (=3) follows from Theorem 6.2, and (+I) is a direct consequence of Lemma 
5.4 and Lemma 6.4. 0 
To see that the ‘hereditary’ condition cannot be dropped from the previous 
theorem, let X = [0, wr] as in Example 3.4 above. Then X is compact and scattered. 
However X has no c-p s-cover, as this would imply that every subspace of X (in 
particular [0, wl)) would also have a c-p s-cover, and hence by Theorem 4.1 be 
metacompact. 
We now show that for a hereditarily metacompact regular space, the existence 
of a special c-p $-cover is equivalent to several other conditions. (See Theorem 6.9.) 
Theorem 6.6. Zf a space X has a special c-p $-cover, then Player I has a winning 
strategy for the game G( 99, X). 
Proof. If X has a special c-p &cover, let {X,,: n < w} and 8 = lJ {Z?,,: n < w} be 
defined from its generating point-finite open cover % as in Lemma 6.1 above. For 
any nonempty closed subset E of X, let n(E) = min{k < o: E n X, # 0}. Then it is 
easy to see that the function s defined by s(E) = E n X,,,,, is a winning strategy 
for Player I in G(B$, X). 
Theorem 6.7. Let X be a hereditarily metacompact (hereditarily u-metacompact, 
hereditarily meta-Lindeliif) regular space such that Player I has a winning strategy s 
in G($6, X). Then X has a point-finite (u-point-finite, point-countable) open cover % 
such that 
U{Uns(U): LJe%}=X 
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Proof. Given an open set U in X, let Zr( U) be a point-finite (o-point-finite, 
point-countable) open family such that 
Uzr(U)=U{V: vEV(u)}=u\s(ii). 
Define an open cover % of X so that 21 = l-l,,, %,, where q0 = {X}, and 011,+, =
IJ {V( U): UE %,} f or every n < w. Using the fact that s is a winning strategy, it is 
easy to very that 
Since a point-finite (o-point-finite, point-countable) union of point-finite (cr-point- 
finite, point-countable) families is point-finite (a-point-finite, point-countable), it 
follows by induction on n that each 011, is point-finite (a-point-finite, point-count- 
able). Hence, in the case when X is cT-metacompact (meta-Lindelof), the family (4 
is a-point-finite (point-countable). 
Assume that X is metacompact. We show that Ou is point-finite. Let x E X. Define 
a map 4: OJn,O Q,L +oU, so that if n>O and UE(%,),, then ME%!&_, and 
U E Y’($( U)). Moreover, define a partial order i on au, by setting U -C V iff there 
exists a k > 0 such that U = c#J~( V). Note that (%,, <) is a tree. Observe that each 
level of (a,, i) is finite. On the other hand, (Ou,, i) has no infinite branches, 
because x E n %, and s is a winning strategy for Player I. By K&rig’s Lemma (see 
[121, Lemma 5.7), the set a, is finite. Consequently, Ou is point-finite. 
Corollary 6.8 Zf X is a hereditarily metacompact regular space such that Player Z has 
a winning strategy in G(2, X), then X has a special c-p $-cover. 
Proof. Let % be the point-finite open cover of X constructed in Theorem 6.7 above. 
Since Player I has a winning strategy s in G(,$, X), it is easy to show that 
X\(%\%)=U{s(I3: UE%)E$ 
for each x E X. Therefore the result follows. 0 
Theorem 6.9. For a hereditarily metacompact regular space X the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) Player Z has a winning strategy in G(9$, X). 
(ii) Player Z has a winning strategy in G(Y2, X). 
(iii) X is a-$-scattered. 
(iv) X has a special c-p $-cover. 
(v) X has a special c-p S$cover. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.5 we have that (iii) e (iv). Since dp = 99 c 92, we have that 
(i)+(ii) and (iv)+(v). By Theorem 6.6, we have that (iv)=+(i), and by Theorem 
6.8 (substitute Y’$ for 8) we have that (ii)+(v). To complete the proof, we show 
that (v)J(iii). 
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Assume that (v) holds. By Theorem 6.2, X is a-Y&scattered; that is, X has a 
countable closed .!Ef$cover. However, by Lemma 2.5 we have that 992 = Y’2, and 
it follows that X is (~-9 scattered, so (iii) is true. 0 
The equivalence of the first three conditions of Theorem 6.9 above for hereditarily 
paracompact spaces was obtained by Telghrsky [27,28] (see also [34]). 
Several corollaries to Theorem 6.9 now follow by using specific ideals of closed 
subsets of X. The case when 2 = 5~5 will be considered in the next section. 
Denote by 9 and Y the ideals of all discrete closed subsets of X and of all 
scattered closed subsets of X, respectively. Note that if X is T,, then 9 = 9% and 
Y= YS. By Theorem 4.1, a space with a c-p S-cover is hereditarily metacompact. 
Hence Theorem 6.9 yields the following characterization of the existence of a c-p 
S-cover. 
Corollary 6.10. For a regular T, space the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X has a c-p S-cover. 
(ii) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in G( 9, X). 
(iii) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in G(9’, X). 
For other characterizations of the existence of a c-p S-cover see [9] and [32]. 
Using Corollary 4.4 we have from Theorem 6.9 (for 9 = X) the following. 
Corollary 6.11. If X is a completely regular T, space, then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) X has a special c-p N-cover. 
(ii) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in G( W’“, X). 
(iii) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in G( YN, X). 
By Corollary 4.3 above we can replace X (in Corollary 6.11) by any closed ideal 
9 of hereditarily LindelGf closed subsets of X. Let A denote the ideal of all 
metrizable closed subsets of X. 
Corollary 6.12. If X is a regular Lindeliif T, space, then X has a special c-p A&cover 
iff X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in G(JU, X). 
7. Hereditary metacompactness and c-p %-covers 
Telgarsky [27] has shown that the existence of a a-c-p ‘Z-cover of X implies that 
Player I has a winning strategy in the game G( W%‘, X). Furthermore, his proof also 
shows that the same result holds if % is replaced by any closed ideal contained in 
% This result and Theorem 6.9 yields the following. 
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Theorem 7.1. Let X be a hereditarily metacompact regular space and let&t be a closed 
ideal on X contained in 92. If X has a u-c-p &cover, then X has a special c-p &cover. 
In particular, we now have an answer to Question 3.5. That is, c-p Y-covers of 
X are special when X is a hereditarily metacompact regular space. This result will 
be further strengthened by Theorem 7.4 which shows that if X is a hereditarily 
metacompact regular space with a c-p (e-cover, then every c-p family in X is special. 
The proof of Theorem 7.4 not only works for hereditarily metacompact spaces 
but also for hereditarily a-metacompact spaces (Recall that X is w-metacompact 
provided that every open cover of X has a u-point-finite open refinement.) We 
consider a-metacompact spaces because this will allow us to derive results for 
Eberlein compact spaces. First we need the following notion nad result. 
Definition 7.2. Let ZY be a family of sets in a space X and S a closed subset of X. 
We say that a member K E Yt is S-minimal 
KnSf0and 
(ii) for each HE.%, if then HnS=@ 
Theorem 7.3. Let X be a regular, hereditarily (a-) metacompact space. If x is a c-p 
%-cover of X, then there is a (o-) point-j?nite open cover W of X such that for each 
XEXthereissome WEWsuchthatxE W~X\U{KEYC:X&K}. 
Proof. Without loss ofgenerality we may assume that 5Y is closed under arbitrary 
intersections. For any closed subset E of X let 
A(E,Yt)={KnE: KeYland K is E-minimal} 
and 
M(E, Yt) =u A(E, Yz!). 
Potoczny [ 191 has shown that A( E, Yt) is a discrete family of compact closed 
subsets of E. Furthermore, Telgarsky [27] has observed that Lemma 5 of [ 191 shows 
that the function s defined by s(E) = M( E, Yt) is a winning strategy for Player I in 
the game G( 559, X). 
Now by Theorem 6.7 above, X has a (a-) point-finite open cover Ou such that 
IJ{Uns(U): UE%}=X. 
For each U E %, define the family W(U) as follows: 
(1) Let G(U,M)=U\U{KEY~: KnM=0}foreach ME.A(U,YC). Notethat 
M c G( U, M) and G( U, M) is open in fi 
(2) Since &( 0, X) is a discrete family of compact subsets of i? and c!? is (a-) 
metacompact, there exists a (a-) point-finite expansion { WM: ME A( 0, x)} of 
open subsets of 0 such that M c W, c G( U, M) for each ME A( U, rt). 
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(3) Now let w(U) = { W, n U: ME Ju( u, SY)} so that w( U) is a (v-) point-finite 
family of open sets in X and W = IJ { W( U): U E Q} is a (a-) point-finite open 
cover of X. 
To complete the proof we must show that for each x E X there is some WE W 
such that 
XE WcX\U(KE%-:x5ZK). 
First observe that since s(E) = M(E, YQ is a winning strategy for Player I in 
G(9%, X), by Theorem 6.7 above there must be some UE %! such that x E U n 
M( i!?, 55C). Let M be any set in A( l?, X) such that x E M. Hence x E W = ( W, n U) E 
W. Now choose K E YC such that x& K. We assert that Wn K = 0 and hence 
x E W c X\LJ {K E ST: x g K} follows. Indeed, choose H E rt such that H n ii = M. 
Now H n K E YL and since H is U-minimal, (K n H) n l? = K n M = 0. Therefore 
K n G( U, M) = 0. However, since W c W, c G( U, M) it must follow that K n W = 
0. q 
Remark. Analyzing the above proof we see that by Theorem 6.7 the result will also 
be true when ‘(a-) metacompact’ is replaced by ‘meta-LindelCf’ and ‘(a-) point- 
finite’ by ‘point-countable’. 
Theorem 7.4. Assume that X is a hereditarily metacompact regular space with a c-p 
V-cover. Then every c-p family of subsets of X is special. 
Proof. Let X be a c-p family of subsets of X. Since 5%’ is special iff {H: H E X} is 
special, we may assume that X consists of closed sets. Let X be a c-p %-cover of 
x. Put 
Yt’=.Xu(KnH: KEYland HE%}. 
Then .%? is also a c-p %-cover of X. By Theorem 7.3 there is a point-finite open 
cover W of X such that for each x E X there is some W, E 74” such that 
XE W,cX\u{K~rt’:x&K}. 
Let HE X: We show that 
X\H=U{WET#-: WnH=0}. 
Let rt” = {K E X’: K c H}. Since U x” = H, it follows that if x E X\H then x E 
X\u YC”. Hence W, c X\IJ X”, and consequently X\ H = IJ { Wx: x E X\ H}. Thus 
2 is a special c-p family. 0 
Note that a hereditarily metacompact regular space with a c-p %-cover has the 
following property: every point-finite open family in a closed subspace of X can 
be expanded to a point-finite open family in X. In Example 8.4 below we show that 
this result does not hold if the ‘hereditary’ condition is dropped, even when X is 
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a compact Hausdorff space. In Example 8.5 we show that Theorem 7.4 does not 
hold without the requirement that X has a c-p (e-cover, even if X is a hereditarily 
paracompact Hausdorff space with a special c-p N-cover. 
In the terminology of quasi uniformities (see [2]) Theorem 7.4 can be stated as 
follows: if X is a hereditarily metacompact regular space with a c-p %-cover, then 
the point-finite quasi uniformity of X coincides with the fine transitive quasi 
uniformity of X. 
In the remainder of this section we use Theorems 6.9 and 7.4 to derive results 
for certain types of compact spaces. The next theorem provides a characterization 
of Eberlein compact spaces. For the definition of an Eberlein compact space as 
well as for a survey of the theory of such spaces the reader is referred to [31]. 
A family 5%’ of subsets of X is T&separating provided that for any two distinct 
points x and y in X there is a HE %? such that neither H nor X\H contains both 
points x and y. 
Theorem 7.5. A compact Hausdor-space X is an Eberlein compact space if the space 
X is hereditarily u-metacompact and has a u-c-p TO-separating family of closed subsets. 
Proof. (=3) Assume that X is an Eberlein compact space. By Theorem 2 of [35], 
the space X is hereditarily a-metacompact. By Theorem 3.1 of [21], the space X 
has a u-point-finite T,,-separating family Y of open subsets. Then {X\ V: V E “Ir} 
is a u-c-p TO-separating family of closed subsets of X. 
(+) Assume that X is a hereditarily u-metacompact, compact Hausdorff space, 
and that 3% = IJ {X,: n < w} is a TO-separating family of closed subsets of X such 
that each X,, is c-p. For each n < w, define .‘Kk = .Yt, u {X}. By Theorem 7.3, there 
exists a u-point-finite open cover ?f,, of X such that for each x E X there is a VE v,, 
with XE V~X\U{KEX~:X~K}. Clearly, the cover “Ir=U{Y,,: n<w} is also 
TO-separating. Since X is regular and hereditarily a-metacompact, for each VE 7” 
there is a u-point-finite family W(V) of open sets such that U “Mr( V) = V, and 
WC V whenever WE w’(V). Now W = U {u’(V): VE Y} is a u-point finite open 
cover of X and for any two distinct points x and y of X, there exists a WE w such 
that {x, y} 
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Yakovlev [35] has shown that every Corson compact space is hereditarily meta- 
Lindeliif. Furthermore, Gruenhage [ 51 has shown that a certain example of TodorCe- 
vie [30] is a hereditarily paracompact Corson compact space which is not Eberlein 
compact. Therefore, by Theorem 7.5 above, Corson compact space need not have 
a a-c-p T,,-separating family of closed sets. 
Yakovlev [35] and Nahmanson and Yakovlev [15] have studied compact spaces 
which have a c-p A-cover, where .& denotes the ideal of all closed metrizable 
subsets. These spaces can be characterized as follows. 
Theorem 7.7. Assume that X is a compact Hausdorf space and Jll’ is a closed ideal 
on X contained in JU. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X has a special c-p .4’-cover. 
(ii) X has a c-p JU’-cover. 
(iii) X is hereditarily metacompact and has a w-c-p &‘-cover. 
(iv) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has a winning strategy in the game 
G(.&‘, X). 
Proof. Clearly, (i)+(ii). In [15] it is shown that (ii) implies that X is hereditarily 
metacompact and hence (ii)+(iii). By Theorem 7.1, we have (iii)+(i). Finally, 
Corollary 6.12 shows (i)e(iv). 0 
Example 8.4 below shows that ‘hereditarily metacompact’ cannot be omitted from 
the conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 7.7. 
The equivalence of the conditions (i) and (ii) above can also be proved using the 
following result of Nahmanson and Yakovlev [ 151: A compact Hausdorff space has 
a c-p &-cover iff the space can be embedded in a a-product of compact metrizable 
spaces. Nahmanson and Yakovlev used this result to show that every compact 
Hausdorff space with a c-p .&-cover is an Eberlein compact space. Gruenhage [4] 
has given an example of a hereditarily metacompact Eberlein compact space which 
does not have a c-p &cover. 
A compact Hausdortf space is strongly Eberlein compact if it has a point-finite 
To-separating family of cozero sets (Simon [22]). In our final theorem we give 
several characterizations for strong Eberlein compact spaces. 
Theorem 7.8. Assume that X is a compact Hausdorfspace. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) X is a strong Eberlein compact space. 
(ii) X has a c-p Kcover. 
(iii) X has a TO-separating c-p S-cover. 
(iv) X is hereditarily metacompact and has a TO-separating c-p family of closed 
subsets. 
(v) X is hereditarily metacompact and Player Z has a winning strategy in the game 
G(s, X). 
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Proof. (i)-(ii). Assume that Du is a point-finite To-separating family of cozero 
subsets of X. Define a neighbornet of X (see setting V(x) =nqx for 
each XE X. As observed implicitly in the proof of Proposition 9 of [22], the 
neighbornet V is co-finite. That is, for each x E X, the set V’(x) is finite. By 
Proposition 1 of [lo], condition (ii) holds. 
(ii)+(v). Assume that (ii) holds. Note that since X is a compact Hausdorff space, 
each countable closed subset of X is metrizable and scattered. That is, Xc J4 and 
Xc 9. By Theorem 7.7, the space X is hereditarily metacompact and Player I has 
a winning strategy in the game G(N, X) and hence a winning strategy in G(y, X). 
Furthermore, Corollary 6.10 implies that Player I has a winning strategy in G( 9, X). 
Since X is compact, we have 9 c 5, SO (v) holds. 
(v)+(iii). Assume that (v) holds. By Corollary 6.10, the space X has a c-p 
s-cover. By Proposition 1 of [lo], the space X has a co-finite neighbornet V and 
we may assume that the set V{x} is open for each x E X. Define the neighbornet W 
of X by setting 
W(x) = [fl{ VLv}: Y E V~‘{x~~l\[( v-‘{x~)\{~~l 
for every x E X. It is easily seen that W is antisymmetric and transitive. Hence it 
follows that the .%cover {W-‘(x): x E X} of X is 7”-separating and c-p. 
(iii)*(iv). Trivial. 
(iv)+(i). Assume that (iv) holds and that X is a c-p To-separating family of 
closed subsets of X. Without loss of generality we may assume that X E X. By 
Theorem 7.3, there exits a point-finite open cover % of X such that for each x E X 
there is a UE % with XE UC X\u {K E Yt: xg K}. Note that since x is TO- 
separating, the cover % has the same property. By Proposition 9 of [22], condition 
(i) holds. Cl 
From Theorem 7.8 we have immediately the following result of Yakovlev [35]. 
Corollary 7.9. A compact Hausdorf space X is strongly Eberlein compact ifX has a 
c-p .F-cover. 
Note that from Theorem 7.8 it also folows that a compact Hausdorff space is strongly 
Eberlein compact provided that the space can be continuously mapped into a 
strongly Eberlein compact space by a countable-to-one mapping. 
When using the one-point compactification of X, we see that the equivalence 
of the conditions (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) above hold even when X is any locally 
compact Hausdorff space. Nevertheless, Example 8.1 below shows that (ii) and (iii) 
are not equivalent in general. 
Finally observe that the family {[ (Y, w,]: 0 < (Y < w} is a c-p T,,-separating closed 
V-cover of the compact ordinal space [0, wl]. This shows that neither the hereditary 
metacompactness condition in (iv) above nor the hereditary o-metacompactness 
condition in Theorem 7.5 can be omitted. 
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8. Examples 
Example 8.1. A Moore space X which has a c-p N-cover, but has no special c-p 
&“-cover. 
Let A be a subset of the real line iI3 with the cardinality w,, and let < be a well 
order on A such that L, = {b E A: b < a} is countable for every a E A. Let 
U,,,={~EA: lb-a]<l/n and a<b} 
for all UEA and O<n<w. Let S={O)u{l/n:O<n<o}, and let X=AxS. We 
topologize X as follows: each point of A x (S\(O)) is isolated, and for the point 
(a, 0) in X, a basic neighborhood is of the form 
where O<m<w. 
It is easily seen that X is a zero-dimensional Moore space and the family 
{L, x S: a E A} is a c-p .,V-cover of X. We assert that X is not metacompact. It then 
follows from Theorem 4.2 that X cannot have a special c-p &cover. Note that the 
family % = {V,,,: a E A} is an open cover of X. Suppose that % has a point-finite 
open refinement. Then to each a E A we can assign a number n(u) such that the 
family 7” = { Va,ncaj: a E A} is point-finite. Since A is uncountable, there exists some 
integer m such that the set B = {U E A: n(u) = m} is uncountable. Let C = 
{(a, l/m): a E B}, so that 
V 44 n C = u,,, x {I/ ml. 
for each u EB. Since “Ir is point-finite, the family W = { Ua.,,: a E B} is point-finite 
on A. Consider the set A with the topology generated by the family { Ua,n: a E A 
and 0 < n < w} as a base. It is observed in [6] that this space A is hereditarily 
Lindeliif. Therefore the point finite family Ylf is countable (this also follows from 
Lemma 0.4 in [9]). However, this is a contradiction, because the sets U,,, and U,,, 
are distinct for any two distinct points in B. Therefore X is not metacompact. 
Remark. This example is also important in the theory of metacompact spaces. 
Junnila [8] has shown that a space is metacompact if every directed open cover of 
the space has a c-p closed refinement. Example 8.1 shows that ‘monotone’ cannot 
replace ‘directed’ in this result. To see this, let % be a monotone open cover of the 
space X in Example 8.1. If Ou has no countable subcover, the c-p &cover {L, x S: a E 
A} refines Ou since each L, x X is countable. On the other hand, if Q has a countable 
subcover, then % has a c-p closed refinement since X is countably metacompact. 
Therefore every montone open cover of X has a c-p closed refinement yet X is not 
metacompact. 
Notation. Let P and Q denote the sets of all irrational and rational numbers on 
the real line R. 
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Example 8.2. A nonmetacompact Hausdorff space X with a special c-p &cover. 
Let X = IR and topologize X by letting each point of P isolated, while giving 
the set {q}u{p~ P: Ip-ql<E} to be a neighborhood of sEQ for any s>O. 
Clearly, X is a Hausdorff space, but X is not regular since (0) and {l/n: 0 < n < w} 
cannot be separated by disjoint neighborhoods. Furthermore, X cannot be countably 
metacompact since Q is discrete in X but has no point finite expansion. Finally, 
{Q u {p}: p E P} is a special c-p &“-cover of X which is generated by the point-finite 
open cover %={X}u{{p}:pE P}. 
The next example is similar to the example in [25, p. 711 
Example 8.3. A Lindeliif regular scattered space X with a a-c-p .%cover but with 
no c-p %-cover. 
For each p E P choose a sequence (q,,(p): n < w) of elements of Q such that 
q,,(p) < p and qn( p) + p in the Euclidean topology of R. Put Y = R with the following 
topology: each point of Q is isolated, while the sets {p} u {q,,(p): n 3 k} are open 
neighborhoods of p E P for k < w. 
Note that Y is a locally countable, locally compact, zero-dimensional T,-space. 
Let A be a point not in R. 
Let X = Y u {A} and topologize X so that Y is an open subspace of X with the 
neighborhoods of A of the form X\A, where A is a countable clopen subset of Y. 
It is not difficult to show that X is a Lindelof, zero-dimensional, scattered T, -space. 
Furthermore, each compact subset of X is countable. Now the family 
is a u-c-p s-cover of X. We assert that X has no c-p V-cover. For otherwise since 
X is separable, every c-p cover has a countable subcover. However this would imply 
that X is a-compact and hence countable. 
The next example shows that ‘hereditarily metacompactness’ cannot be omitted 
from Theorem 7.4 even if the space X is compact. 
Example 8.4. A compact scattered Hausdorff space X with a U-C-P s-cover but 
with no c-p 9-cover. 
This is a modification of Example 8.3 above. Define Y and X as above, except 
for the neighborhoods of the point A. Now, the neighborhoods have the form X\A, 
where A is a compact clopen subset of Y. Clearly, the family %? as above constitutes 
a c-c-p 9-cover of X. Since the new topology in X is coarser than the previous 
one, it follows that X has no c-p %-cover. 
Example 8.4 is also important in the study of expandable spaces. The closed 
subset S = Pu {A} of X has point-finite collection of open sets {{p}: p E P} which 
cannot be expanded to a point-finite open collection in X. 
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The space X above was given in [22] as an example of a compact Hausdorff 
space with a countable To-separating family of open subsets which is not Eberlein 
compact. 
Example 8.5. A hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space X with a closed subspace 
S and a point-finite open cover % of S such that 021 cannot be extended to a 
point-finite family of open subsets of X. 
Let X be the Michael line. That is X = R, where each p E P is isolated in X and 
the points of Q have their usual (Euclidean) neighborhoods. 
It is well known that X is a hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space. Let 
Q = {q,,: n < w} and observe that Q is closed in X. Let U,, = Q\{qk: k < n} for each 
n < o so that % = { U,,: n < w} is a point-finite open cover of the subspace Q. 
Suppose that % has an open point-finite expansion 9?= {G,: n < o} such that 
U,, = G, A Q for each n <co. We show that the family (9 is not point-finite. Let 
{V,,,: k< w} be a sequence of open sets in X such that n { V,,,: kc o} = {q,,}, 
V n,l= G, and V,++,= V,,, for each k<o and n<w. Put W,=U{V,,,: n<w} for 
every k < w. Since Q is not a G, subset of X, it follows that there is a point p in 
Pn n { Wk: k < w}. It is easily seen that the set {n < w: p E G,} is infinite. Con- 
sequently, the family 9 is not point-finite. This shows, moreover, that 
is a c-p closed cover of X which is not special. On the other hand, the family 
Z = {Q u {p}: p E P} is a special c-p J-cover of X. 
Let Y be any hereditarily Lindelof regular space. It is easy to see that the family 
{H x Y: H E xv> is a special c-p cover of X x Y by hereditarily Lindeliif sets. 
Therefore by Corollary 4.3, the product space X x Y is hereditarily metacompact. 
Note that this gives another proof of the theorem that states that the product of X 
with any separable metrizable space is hereditarily metacompact. 
Example 8.6. A Lindelof scattered regular space X with no o-c-p %-cover. 
Let X denote the space obtained from the ordinal space [0, wJ by taking the 
topology generated by Gs sets of the order topology. Then each ordinal of cofinality 
SW becomes isolated. It is easy to show by transfinite induction that for each (Y < w2 
the subspace [0, LY] of X has the Lindelijf property, and hence X is a Lindelof 
space. Suppose that X has a u-c-p %-cover Yt. Since X is a P-space, each member 
of 5ZJ is a finite set. Hence it follows that X is hereditarily metacompact. In particular, 
the subspace [0, w2) of X is metacompact. However, the Pressing Down Lemma 
(see [ 121) applied to the stationary subset A = {(Y < w2: cf( a) = ol} of w2 shows that 
the open cover {[0, (Y): (Y E A} of [0, w2) has no point-finite open refinement. This 
contradiction shows that the space X does not have a u-c-p %-cover. 
Remark. Telgarsky [27] has shown that if a space X is either (1) a paracompact 
V-scattered Hausdorff space or (2) X has a a-c-p %-cover, then Player I has a 
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winning strategy in the game G( 9’%, X). Example 8.6 shows that for a paracompact 
Hausdorff space X, Player I can have a winning strategy in G(9%, X) even though 
X does not have a o-c-p Z-cover. Nogura [16] has given an example (under CH) 
of a regular Lindelijf space X such that Player I has a winning strategy in G( %?, X) 
byt X is not u-%-scattered. 
We do not know whether there exists a space X with a c-p %-cover such that X 
is not o-%-scattered. It follows from Theorem 6.2 that the existence of such space 
would provide a negative answer to Question 3.5. 
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